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SOME REMARKS ON CS MODULES AND SI RINGS

DINH VAN HUYNH

We discuss some results on CS modules, SI rings, and SC rings. Then we consider
the question of when, over a right SC ring R, every right fl-module is CS. In
Theorem 3.1 we show that this is the case if and only if R is a right countably
E-CS ring. In light of this, we give an example showing that a result proved by
Chen (2000) is incorrect. Furthermore, Theorem 4.1 shows that the assumptions
of Chen (2000) can be weakened considerably.

1. CS MODULES AND CS RINGS

We consider associative rings with identity and all modules are unitary modules.
For a module M over a ring R we write MR to indicate that M is a right H-module.
The socle and the Jacobson radical of M are denoted by Soc (M) and J(M), respec-
tively. If M has finite composition length, then its length is denoted by l(M).

A module M is called a CS module if every submodule of M is essential in a
direct summand of M. A ring R is said to be a right CS ring if RR is CS. Moreover, a
module M is defined to be a (countably) E-CS module if M^ (respectively, M(N)) is
CS for any set A. Note that N denotes the set of all positive integers. A ring R is right
(countably) E-CS if RR is (countably) S-CS. If every right ii-module is CS, then R
is defined to be right CS-semisimple. The structure of right CS-semisimple rings was
obtained by Dung-Smith [4] as follows.

THEOREM 1 . 1 . ([4]) For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) R is right CS-semisimple.
(b) R is right and left Artinian, right and left serial with J{R)2 = 0.

n

(c) RR = 0 Ri where each Ri is either simple or uniform of length 2 and
i=l

injective.
(d) The left-handed version of (a) and (c).

From Theorem 1, right CS-semisimple rings are left CS-semisimple. Hence we
simply call these rings CS-semisimple rings. There are CS-semisimple rings which are
not quasi-Frobenius (QF) (see Remark 3.4).

Right E-CS rings were first studied by Oshiro [10] under the name "right co-H
rings". The structure of these rings was obtained by Oshiro in the following theorem.
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THEOREM 1 .2 . ([10, 11], see also [12].) Every right E-CS ring R is right
and left Artinian, and the injective hull E(RR) is projective.

By Theorem 1.2, if R is a right E-CS ring then RR = R\® •• -®Rn where each
Ri is a local Artinian module. Since E{RR) is projective, it is finitely generated, and

n
moreover, E(RR) = @ E, where each Ei is isomorphic to some Rj 6 {Ri,... , Rn}
(see [1, 27.11]). These facts are very useful in understanding the structure of right
E-CS rings.

Notice that E-injective modules were studied first by Faith (see, for example, [6,
pp. 111-114]) who proved that a ring R is QF if and only if R is right countably
E -injective.

From Theorem 1.2 and the main result of [8], the following statement holds.

PROPOSITION 1 . 3 . A right Noetherian, right countably E-CS ring is right
E-CS, and right and left Artinian.

More generally, J. Clark and R. Wisbauer [3] proved that a right countably S-CS
ring with ace on right annihilators is right E-CS (see also [5, 11.12]). But here we
restrict ourselves to the Noetherian case.

Rings, over which every CS right ii-module is E-CS, were studied in [9], where
the following theorem was obtained.

THEOREM 1.4 . ([9]) If R is a ring such that every CS right R-module is E-CS,
then R is right Artinian.

When handling finitely generated CS modules the following simple fact is very
useful. It implies for example, a right CS semiperfect ring is a direct sum of (finitely
many) uniform right ideals.

LEMMA 1 .5 . (See [5, 9.1].) Let M be a finitely generated CS module. If M
oo

contains an infinite direct sum of nonzero submodules N = ©Wi, then the factor
module M/N does not have finite uniform dimension. l=1

Osofsky and Smith [13] proved a strong theorem forcing certain cyclic (or even
finitely generated) modules to have finite uniform dimension.

THEOREM 1 .6 . ([13], see also [5, 7.13].) If M is a cyclic module such that
every cyclic submodule of any factor module of M is CS, then M is a direct sum of
(finitely many) uniform modules.

For more information on CS modules we refer to the book [5],

2. STRUCTURE OF SI RINGS

A ring R is called a right SI ring if every singular right .R-module is injective. Left
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SI rings are defined similarly. SI rings were introduced and investigated by Goodearl
[7], where the structure of right SI rings was obtained.

THEOREM 2 . 1 . ([7, 3.11].) A ring R is right SI if and only if R is right nonsin-

gular and R has a ring-direct decomposition R = K@Ri®- • -®Rn where Kj Soc (KK)

is semisimple, and each Ri is Morita-equivalent to a right SI domain that is not a di-

vision ring.

Note that a right SI domain D is right Noetherian and right hereditary. Moreover,
for any nonzero right ideal C C D, D/C is a semisimple right D-module. From
Theorem 2.1, if R is a right SI ring, then R/Soc (RR) is right Noetherian. Hence by
Lemma 1.5, if R is moreover a right CS ring then R is right Noetherian. Notice further,
that using Theorem 1.6, it can be shown that a ring R is right SI if and only if every
cyclic singular right i2-module is injective (see [13]).

Motivated by the concept of SI rings, Rizvi and Yousif [14] defined right (left) SC
rings. A ring R is called a right (left) SC ring if every (finitely generated) singular
right (left) /^-module is continuous. By [14, Corollary 3.3], if R is a right SC ring then
J(R) C Soc (RR) , and R/ Soc (RR) is a right Noetherian, right V and right SI ring.
From this, Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 2.1, the following holds obviously.

PROPOSITION 2 . 2 . If R isaright CS, right SC ring, then R is a right Noethe-

rian ring such that R/ Soc (RR) — A® B where A is a semisimple Artinian ring and

B is a right Noetherian right SI ring with zero right socle.

3. WHEN ARE SC RINGS CS-SEMISIMPLE?

The following theorem characterises all right E-CS, right SC rings.

THEOREM 3 . 1 . For a right SC ring R, the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) R is a right countably E-CS ring.
(b) Every right (and left) R-module is CS.

PROOF: (a) => (6). By Proposition 2.2, R is a right Noetherian ring. Hence by
Proposition 1.3, R is right (and left) Artinian right E-CS. Then RR — Rx © • • • ffi Rn,

where each Ri is a uniform local right i?-module. Moreover, since R/ Soc {RR) is
semisimple (see Proposition 2.2), each Ri/ Soc (Ri) is either zero or simple, or equiv-
alently, l(R%) is 1 or 2. Hence, if l(Ri) — 2, then R± is injective (see the discussion
following Theorem 1.2). Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, every right (and left) i?-module is
CS, proving (b). The implication (b) => (a) is trivial. D

COROLLARY 3 . 2 . Let R be a right quasi-continuous, right SC ring. If R^ is

CS, then R is a QF ring.

PROOF: By Theorem 3.1, R is CS-semisimple. Hence RR = RI® • • -® Rn where
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each Ri is either simple or uniform injective and of length 2. Since R is right quasi-
continuous, each Ri is Rj-injective for i ^ j . As R is right E-CS, E(Ri) is isomorphic
to some Rk € {Ri, • • • ,Rn} (see the discussion following Theorem 1.2). In particular,
Ri embeds in Rk• If Ri ¥ Rk, then Rk contains a submodule U with U = R4. But
as Ri is Rk -injective, U splits in Rk, a contradiction. Hence Ri = Rk, proving that
Ri is injective. Thus R is right self-injective. This shows that R is QF. D

REMARK 3.3. Corollary 3.2 shows that in [2, Theorem 2] instead of "every CS right

/^-module is E-CS" it is enough to assume that R is right countably E-CS.

REMARK 3.4. The matrix ring of the form R = , where R is the field of real
0

numbers, is clearly a ring of Theorem 3.1. But this ring is not right self-injective, since

E(RR) = \ \ • Hence R can not be a QF ring. This example and Theorem 3.1
[_]R M. J

show that Theorem 4 in [2] is incorrect. Notice further, in the proof of [2, Theorem 4],
the author of [2] did not distinguish between a direct sum of rings and a direct sum of
modules, while these are quite different when applied on a ring. For example, the ring R
in our example, is a direct sum 01 two right ideals

0 R 0 0 0

but as a ring, I m | is indecomposable.

4. RINGS WITH CONDITION (*)

In [2] the condition (*) for a ring R was defined as follows: For any pair of orthog-

onal primitive idempotents / , g € R, fRg = 0 if and only if gRf = 0.

THEOREM 4 . 1 . Let R be a left perfect right nonsingular ring. Then R satisfies

(*) if and only if R is semisimple Artinian.

P R O O F : It is easy to see that every semisimple Artinian ring satisfies (*). Now let

R be a left perfect ring. By [1, 28.4], R has an essential right socle. Assume further

that R is right nonsingular, and let 5 be a minimal right ideal of R. Then 5 = xR for

some x £ S. It follows that 5 = R/ ann« (x) where ann« (x) = {y\ y € R,xy = 0}.

Since R is right nonsingular, SR is projective. Therefore, RR = T © a n n # (x) for some

right ideal T C R with T = S. This means:

(1) For every left perfect right nonsingular ring R, RR = T © R' where T is a

minimal right ideal of R.

Since R is left perfect, RR = Ri © • • • © Rt ffi Rt+i © • • • © Rn, where each Ri

is an indecomposable right ideal of R. Moreover, we may assume that i ? i , . . . ,Rt

are minimal right ideals, and Rt+i,... ,Rn are not minimal. We may assume also

that each R4, 1 < i < t, is generated by an idempotent eiy that is, Ri = CiR, and
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each Rj, t + 1 < j < n, is generated by an idempotent fj, that is, Rj = fjR.

Furthermore, we can choose the e* ' s , fj 's such that the set { e i , . . . , et, ft+i, • • • •, fn}

is orthogonal. If there is 0 ^ ip 6 Hom.R(fjR,eiR), then tp(fjR) = e{R. Hence Ker^>
splits in fjR. As fjR is a local module, this implies that Ker<^ = 0, but this is
impossible because l(fjR) > l(eiR) = 1. Hence Homn (fjR, ê -R) = 0. Now let R

satisfy condition (*). Then HomR {fjR, eji?) = aRfj = 0 , (1 < i < t, t + l<j<n),

implies 0 = fjRei = Hom/j (eiR,fjR), (1 < i < t, t + 1 < j < n). Hence we get a
ring-direct sum R = A © B where AA = RI® • • • ® Rt, and BB = Rt+i © • • • ffi -Rn •
Therefore, A is a semisimple Artinian ring, and B is a right nonsingular left perfect
ring such that Bg is a direct sum of local submodules of length > 1. Suppose B ^ 0.
By the Krull-Schmidt Theorem (see [1, 12.9]), B does not contain a minimal right ideal
as a direct summand of BB • This is a contradiction to (1). Hence B = 0, and so, R is
semisimple Artinian, as desired. D

COROLLARY 4 . 2 . Let R be a right nonsingular ring such that every CS right
R-module is E-CS. Then R satisGes (*) if and only if R is semisimple Artinian.

PROOF: By Theorem 1.4, R is right Artinian. Hence the statement follows from
Theorem 4.1. D

REMARK 4.3. In [2, Theorem 3] it was shown that, if R is a right SI right CS ring with
(*) such that every CS right .R-module is E-CS, then R is QF. In light of Theorems 4.1
and 2.1, the right SI right CS assumptions in this statement can be replaced by the much
weaker assumption of right nonsigularity; and secondly, it should be concluded that R
is semisimple Artinian. In fact, a right nonsingular QF ring is semisimple Artinian.

If we remove the condition "every CS right .R-module is E-CS", we still get the
structure of R as follows.

COROLLARY 4 . 4 . Let R be a right SI right CS ring. Then R satisfies condition
(*) if and only if R is a ring-direct sum of a semisimple Artinian ring and a right SI
ring with zero right socle.

PROOF: By Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 2.1, a right SI right CS ring R is a direct
sum of a right Artinian ring A and a right SI ring B with Soc (B) = 0. (Note that
every right SI ring is right nonsingular (see Theorem 2.1).) If R satisfies (*) then
A is semisimple Artinian by Theorem 4.1. Conversely, let R = A® B, where A is
semisimple Artinian and B is right SI right CS with zero right socle. By Theorem 2.1,
B is a direct sum of simple Noetherian right CS rings. Hence we may assume that
B is simple. Write B = Bi © • • • © Bk where each Bi is uniform. As B is a prime
Noetherian ring, each Bi is subisomorphic to Bj. Hence Kom(Bi,Bj) ^ 0 for all i, j .
This means, for any orthogonal primitive idempotents / , g G B, we have fBg ^ 0.
Thus B, and hence R (= A © B) satisfies (*). D
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